Low glucose transporter SLC2A5-inhibited human normal adjacent lung adenocarcinoma cytoplasmic pro-B cell development mechanism network.
Solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose/fructose transporter) member 5 (SLC2A5)-inhibited seven different molecular Pearson mutual-positive-correlation networks constructed by 24 overlapping molecules from 368 GRNInfer and 34 Pearson under SLC2A5 CC ≤-0.25 in low human normal adjacent tissues were compared with high lung adenocarcinoma. Based on GO, KEGG, GenMAPP, BioCarta, and disease databases, our result showed that low SLC2A5-inhibited network included Golgi apparatus of AP1M2_1; cell cycle of CUL7, SAC3D1; protein amino acid dephosphorylation of STYXL1; pro-B cell-cell differentiation of SOX4_3; and FAD biosynthesis of FLAD1. Thus, we propose low glucose transporter SLC2A5-inhibited human normal adjacent lung adenocarcinoma cytoplasmic pro-B cell development mechanism network through repression of protein amino acid dephosphorylation to FAD biosynthesis.